Brainstorming travelling alone vs travelling in groups

Match the pictures to the activities above.

1 _______________________
2 _______________________
3 _______________________
4 _______________________
5 _______________________
6 _______________________
7 _______________________
8 _______________________
9 _______________________
10 _______________________
11 _______________________
12 _______________________
13 _______________________
14 _______________________
Possible answers

1 alone – can go anywhere you want
2 groups- can help each other
3 alone- can hitch hike/can use many kinds of transportation
4 alone- have a more personal experience
5 alone- have more responsibility.. such as being on time
6 alone- more stressful when you lose something ie. a bag
7 alone- can meet more people
8 groups-have fun doing group activities
9 alone- get robbed more easily
10 groups- easier to take photos of yourself
11 groups- have a guide to provide you with information
12 alone- vulnerable to harassment
13 groups- might disagree/have arguments
14 alone- build more confidence/independence/learn more skills
Is it better to travel alone or in groups?

Advantages of traveling alone

Disadvantages of traveling alone

Advantages of traveling in groups

Disadvantages of traveling in groups